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Abstract 

Australian agriculture has undergone considerable change in structure and 
location. Hmvever, the broad rate of structural change in Australian 
agriculture is found to be not significantly different from that of other OECD 
countries. A major reduction in small fanns has occurred and the number of 
medium and large farms has grown discernibly. Adjustment has been especially 
strong in cropping, dairying and the intensive sectors. The possible emergence 
of a fann adjustment problem in Australia's extensive grazing industry is 
discussed. Dispersion of fann size increased across most of the agricultural 
sector in the past two decades, although the distribution of farm size Jzas 
become less skewed. Australian agriculture is becoming more reliant upon 
cropping and Western Australia and Queensland have been important growth 
areas. While recently there has been growth in the intensive sector of 
Australian agriculture, the extensive sector continues to prevail. A vision of the 
future of Australian agriculture is presented in the final section. 

3 Without imp1ication, the research assistance of Tom Murphy and !he comments of Ailene 
Rutherford are gratefully acknowledg(!d. 



CHANGING STRUCTURE AND LOCATION 
OF AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURE 

Introduction 

Australia's rural sector has faced on-going pressures for change since early development. 
The key factors contributing to this have been the vagaries of seasons and the environment, 
the heavy influence of volatile global commodity markets on farm prices and the transmittal 
of major economic shocks to fann finances. An important element of change in Australian 
agriculture has heen its relocation. As new hmd development methods and related grazing 
and fanning approaches· emerged, new areas of Australia became more important as a 
contributor to the fann sector. Major adjustments have also occurred in s0me areas. 

The structure 0f agriculture at any point of tin1e is a consequence of many past decisions 
relating to land and resource development, fann production, farmer aspirations, social and 
community development and links with the rest of the economy. In studies of structural 
change, analysts seek to unravel patterns in order to dctennine the main systematic influences 
across fam1 size, through time across location or across different types of industry. In this 
paper some economic aspects of structural and locational change of Australian agriculture are 
analysed, taking a medium to longer-term perspective. 

Several hypotheses concen1ing the changing structure and location of Australian agriculture 
are developed and tested. The hypotheses are: (1) that Australian agriculture)s rate of 
structural change is comparable with agriculture in other advanced industrial countdes (2) 
that there is a "disappearing middle class'' in Australian agriculture (3) that agriculture in 
Australia bas shifted location towards Western Australia and Queensland, has become more 
intensive and is now more reliant on cropping. 

These hypotheses provide the basis for developing a vision of Australian agriculture of the 
future, which is presented in the final section. 

Issues Concerning Changing Strncture and Location of Agriculture 

The structure of an industry at any point of time is the number and size .of firms making 
up the industry (Martin 1994). Related to this are a number of other concepts including: 
market shares, industry concentration, share of the overall economy, ease of entry and exit 
r:nd pricing behaviour. Industrial economists have devoted considerable empirical and 
conceptual effort to understanding these concepts, especially as applied to industries Which 
are heavily concentrated. Of special concern has been the potential for anti-competitive 
practices and better understanding the interplay -'the parry and thrust'- between few firms. 

Becc.:mse agricultural production is not heavily concentrated, studies of the $tructute of 
agriculture have not been concerned with potential for anti-competitive behaviour. A;palysis 
of the changing structure of agriculture is undertaken for other reasons: primadly to 'better 
understand the process of change as it relates to supply, inputs, technolqgi~s, ,jit¢~p~e$' ~pd 
intersectoral transfers. Often the analysis also bas a strong concern for eqtJitY aJ1d soCial 
issues, especially farmer well~being, farm poverty t farmer job mobility, an~ involv~ 
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comparisons of change in income for different groups, regions or sub-sectors. 

An important pioneering study of structural change in agriculture was that of Schultz 
(1953). A key argument reviewed was that agriculture's share of an economy Will decline 
wit.h economic development. This has been well documented for Australia (Stoeckel and 
?vfiller 1982) and the reasons for such structural change well-considered in Anderson (1987) 
and Chisholm (1992). For the sake of brevity, the main reasons for the relative decline of 
agriculture are not repeated here. It is important to bear in mind that the relative deCline of 
agriculture may largely be the result of change in the rest of the economy. Often the re1ative 
decline can be associated with quite dynamic growth within the agricultural sector. A~stralia 
has recent examples of agricultural sub-sectors which have grown dynamically While the 
sectot was undergoing relative decline overall, including cotton, wine and lot feeding of beef 
cattle. 

The main sources of structural change in Australian agriculture are reviewed in Musgrave 
(1992) and \Vander and Fisher (1990). Two conflicting views have emerged about the rate 
of structural change in Australian agriculture. One is that Australia's land settlement pattern 
led to comparatively large fanns, in which the labour-to-land and capital-to-laud ratios were 
lower than for other countries. Consequently, pressures for farm adjustment have been lower 
(Standen and Musgrave 1968). A counter view to this is that Australian agriculture has faced 
a much more variable climate and is more subject to export market volatility than farm 
sectors of most other countries. It has also borne a greater brunt of adjustment emanating in 
global markets, because other countries have 'exported' their adjustment problems through 
policies (Tyers and Anderson 1992). This counter view suggests Australia would experience 
a more rapid farm adjustment, all other things equal. 

Comparisons of structural change in agriculture across countries have been undertaken 
recently by Alston, Chalfant and Pardey (1993). They place special emphasis on the tole of 
technical change as a source of structural change in agriculture. Higher rates of technical 
change are associated with additional structural change. To the extent that farmers take 
advantage of economies of size in this process, this adds further to the rate of structural 
change (Anderson and Powell1973). Whether Austraiia's rate of structural change has been 
higher than for other OECD countries is analysed later in this pap~r. 

An important area for further research is how agricultural price policies affect the rate of 
structural change. There can be a strong 'whirlpool type' relationship between the rate of 
structural change and price policies (!\filler 1996). When incomes of fanners are low, they 
apply political pressure to boost incomes, resulting in price policies favouring agricultural 
sectors. At the same time, the fundamental causes of the low farm incomes remain and 
pressures for structural adjustment return, whether the industry is protected or .not. By 
delaying the pain, more serious adjustment problems can arise later. 

Another important argument of Schultz (195.3) was that with economic development, 
agricultural land, at least the unimproved component, will decline in Its. iwport;1nce as a 
contributor to agricultural production. This is shown to be the case in Powe}J and Milham, 
(199). Agricultural growth. has become increasing more reliant on science-base9 prod~cUon 
changes which are land saving and increasittgly less reliant. ()U exp~ion. g,f·the resgurce 
base.. Ruttan (1989) argued that by the year .. 2000, vii'fual~y all of ~lobal .~grit:ultu~al 
production growth will be attributable to science-'based production changes, Whereas at the 
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beginning of this century virtually all of the production growth was from ~~panding ·the 
resource base. Yield-improving technologies, derived from both genetic and management 
changes. for livestock, pastures and crops have been an important source of productivity 
change in Australian agriculture (Begg and Peacock 1990). 

For Australia, the declining importance of agricultural land has implications for the shares 
of intensive and extensive production systems in agriculture overall. Evidence suggests that 
the rate of productivity growth in intensive agriculture exceeds that of extensive agriculture 
(Herr 1966, rvtales et al. 1990). There are several reasons \Vhy this might be the case.: {1) 
the tt1n1over of inputs is more rapid in intensive fam1ing (2) research spillovers from other 
countries are likely to be more rapid in intensive agriculture, since intensive agriculture 
prevails in n1ost countries overseas (3) greater control of the inputs in intensive fanning 
systems pem1its greater opportunity for better management of the new techniques, genetic 
materials and equipment { 4) cash flow is more regular with intensive agriculture. This 
potential for a different rate of productivity gain suggests that over time the intensive 
agricultural sector will become increasingly more competitive in comparison with the 
extensive agricultural sector. The intensive sector is expected to grow more rapidly than the 
extensive as a consequence. 

Competition for land for alternative uses is also an important source of structural change. 
The obvious examples of this are where urban demand for land has displaced agricultural 
use. Such pressures on fam1land are especially evident in regions of rapid population growth. 
For example, agricultural activities in South~East Queensland, notably sugar, dairying and 
horticulture, have adjusted strongly in recent years in response to rapid population growth, 
On alternative uses of land, especially part-time and hobby fanning, our official records are 
sparse. 

Considerable effort has been devoted to understanding the costs of environmental 
degradation in Australian agriculture (Chisholm 1993; McTainsh and Bro\lghton 1993). 
Presumably the costs are sufficiently large to have an impact on the rate of structural change 
in farming. Meinig {1962) provided a classic historical documentation of this in .early South 
Australian wheat fanning. The obliteration of the cotton growing industry on the Ord River 
in the 1970s is a recent reminder of how the environment bites back and can lead to rapid 
fann adjustment. l\1ore subtle opportunity costs associated with lost productivity from 
environmental degradation must be influencing many Australian fanners in their adjustment 
decisions. Some evidence on the interaction betweer. ~he environment and economic viability 
is reported in Holmes (1990). 

There has been surprisingly little analysis of economic issues concerning lop~tion o.f 
Australian agriculture (the main exceptions being Davidson (1982); studies of optimal 
transportation flows and ABARE farm surveys). Perhaps interstate boundaries and rivalry 
between federal and state agencies have discouraged more of this type of research. 
Agr.icultural economists working on wider global issues have fo~mssed keenly on resource 
allocation between different environments (Byerlee and Morris 1993). 

Undoubtedly the strongest policy debate on agricultural location in AUstralia was 
crystallised by Davidson (1965). He argued that northern enteq>rises were less ~fficient thail. 
southern and that more development and research effort should :be . qevoted to southern 
agriculture. However, there are· good reasons why this may be changipg. First, :deregulation 
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of the Australian economy is lowering the implicit costs borne by exporters. To tbe ¢xte11t 
that northen1 agriculture was more export-oriented than southern, the competitiveneS$ of 
northern agriculture will have improved relative. to southern. Infrastructure developtnentapd 
related development in n1ining and tourism is increasing the general level of econornic 
activity in the north, thus tending to reduce the comparative costs of inputs apd. ofmarketing 
output in the north as well as providing extra business opportunities (especially tm~rism). The 
pmximity of northern agriculture to Indonesia and to other rapidly growing markets in South 
East Asia also offers locational advantages for some agricultural enterprises (Rutherford 
1995). The emergence of a live cattle exporting industry, horticulture on the Ord and the 
growth of tropical horticultural production are signs of emerging industries that are proving 
to be competitive. 

Since federation, Australia has had a series of regulations, constitutional requirements and 
modus operandii which have often placed economic aspects of location of industry low on 
the priorities of policy makers. Each state bas sought, atid often obtained, its fair share of 
industry. Federalism has generally prevailed in this policy tradeoff, at the cost of a more 
efficient location of industry. However, new policy initiatives are emerging which suggest 
that seeking fair shares for states will diminish in priority. The competition policy initiatives 
of the federal and state governments offer considerable potential for expanded regional 
competition within Australian industries and markets (Hilmer, 1994). In particular, industries 
which have thrived on particular state legislative protection or infrastructure assistance are 
likely to face different circumstances as the competition policy is implemented. Major shifts 
in location of some industries may occur as a result. 

Afeasurement of Stn1ctural Change ill Agriculture 

The measurement of structural change in agriculture is complicated in numerous ways. The 
first of these is arriving at an appropriate measure of firm size. Typically, industrial 
econmnists use market share as the basis for measuring industry structure (I:Iay and Morris 
1991, Martin 1994). However, market share for any finn in agriculture is usually so small 
as to render most measures used in analysing secondary industry meaningless. So industry 
structure has to be summarised u~ing other measures and indicators. 

The choice of a measure of farm size depends very much on the objectives of the study. 
\Vhere the objectives are to consider the welfare of farmers, over time or across indu.stries 
or size groups, net income may be used as the best indicator of well-being. However, whe,re 
the objective is to study the broader changes in industry structure, a measure equivalent to 
market share might be employed. In this case, gross income is a reasonable measure of size 
of firm. Other measures of farm size, that are more limited than gross income because they 
are partial, include labour employed per farm, farm area or capital employed. 

Data are available on numbers of agriculwral establishments (farms, excll.ldi.Qg .hobby 
fam1s) by different levels of estimated gross income from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
The key definition of an agricultural est:abliShment is .that it is 'Jila.ihly epga,geq in a,gdcultutal 
activity' (ABS 1994). As a consequence, most bobby farms are exclpd~d. :Dilta are also 
available on numbers of farms by area. The minimum size of agricult:ural esta}Jlis1trnertts 
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included in the ABS census has been increasing over tim~. • These data are,,:pl!blished 
annually and were first compiled in their current fom1at in 1974,.7$. Data are available fro$ 
the .late 1950s on the size distribution of farms ,by crop area or: n\lmbers of Uve$tocJt~ blit 
these have not been used in this study. Gross income is used as the principaLindicator of' finn 
size in considering recent changes in the distribution of farms. 

Another difficulty h1 using published statistics is that individual fanns are gro11ped, into 
particular size categories. Thus summary statistics have to be derived from grouped· data 
using well established fonnulae (Harrison and Tamaschke 1994), 

Dry Sheep Equivalent as a measure of size in agriculture is employed in this paper. The 
measure is widely used by Australian farmers to summarise the size of properties. and bas 
been a well-accepted tool of fann management analysis. The measure is employed in this 
srudy because it is computationally simple, is not demanding of data and it is likely to be a 
reasonable indicator of how the size of agriculture is changing over time. This is for the 
following reason. 

The DSE measures the size of an agricultural enterprise in tenns of capacity to produce a 
volume of output equivalent to that of one dry sheep (and enables different enterprises to be 
aggregated in a standard numeraire). The measure does not incorporate changing agricultural 
productivity over time; and it also does not incorporate the declining agricultural tenns of 
trade over tin1e (both of these effects would be included in a gross income measure), To the 
extent that the declining tenns of trade and increasing productivity over the longer term move 
in opposite directions and may be largely offsetting, the DSE measure becomes more useful 
in making comparisons over time. For example, productivity growth for agriculture from 
1965-66 to 1985-85 W~!S 2.8 percent per year (Martin and Savage 1988). Farmers Tefll1s df 
Trade declined by 3.3 percent per year over the same period (ABARE 1992). To the extent 
that real prices of products of particular crops or livestock groups do not approximately 
offset productivity change, the DSE measure will be in error. 

The concentration ratio is the percentage of output derived from the n larg~st fhms 
of an industry 1 where n is con1monly 4, 8, 20 and 50 (at least in the USA). The IJerfindahl 
index {H) is calculated as 

H = s/ + s/ + s/ + .... + s1/ 

where s1 is the market share of the ith firm and there are N frrms in the industry. 

If the industry is a monopoly 1 the .Herfindahl index will be l. An industry witll a .(}uopolY 
will have Herfindahl index of 0.5 and an industry with a very large nUillb¢r affirms (t~ncUng 
to infinity) will have a Herfindahl index tending to zero. Thus the H.effmoanl iU4~x~ j~ a. 
measure of the 'fewness' of finns in an industry, and is best inter.pr<:!ted wben,coni,p.aring 
industries dominated by a few large firms. · 

In this paper, the main i.nter~st is in how the. size qistdbutiQn .of a~J;jc;,Uit\!re Qils 
changed and whether the extt;:nt of ineq\lality of siz~ has alterecl~ Qrt,e meas\li:'t! ~gedved from 

~ The minimum si:t:;e for li}Ciusion in me ABS certsuswa$ ~~soo prior to l9S6,.~7. Ji'r()il) ;{~~6,~87 C)qWat4s •. 
the minimum has been $20,000 (ABS, .1994), · 
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the Herfindahl index was calculated, This :istenned theNt.nnbe~s Equivalent. Tbe;~~tnpe($,. 
Equivalent is the number of equabsi1~ed :firms. that. V{otiltl yi~IC! a lle~;tin~~¥ jn(l~~·~a(:,~: 
particular value h. It can be shown, that th~ Numbe~s "Equival~nt is 1(/z, Tne ~,r~~t~11 tff:~· 
inequality of firm size in an industry, the· hig~er will be the actti(ll "nur,npet·:of: ~rimi teJati~~· 
hl the Numbers Equivalent. This ratio was calCulated as one .measu.·re <>f inequality of fa.rm 
st.ze (although is not reported in this paper). 

Another measure employed in measuring ipeq\l~lity is the Giili;.Coef(ici(!Qt, Who.se 
measurement with grouped data is qalculated as indicated in Figur~ 1. While some error may 
he associated with using grouped data, t11ese have to be weighed a~ainst th~ cost of 
nurchasing and using data for individual enterprises, if available.. The other rrtea$ure 
employed is the variance of the log of firm size (Levy a,nd Murnane 1992). 

Surprisingly, estimates of the degree of skewness of freq~ency distributions in . 
empirical analysis of income distribution (Levy and Murnane 1992). If the skew of a 
distribution bas altered, that would be further evidence of shifting ineqijalitY of income.. A 
relative skewness index was compiled in this paper as the ratio of the square of tile. third 
moment about the mean of farm size (the measure of absolute skewness of gross income) 'to 
the cube of the second moment about the 111ean (the variance of gross income). Whether the 
skew is positive or negative will not be reflected by the measure of relative skewness, 'but 
that is not an important issue for frequency distributions of fam1s. 

Stntctural Change Compared with Other Countries 

A comparison between the share of agriculture in the total economy (as a percenLof 
GDP) and in the total workforce is presented for s¢1ected OECD countries for the year$ .19(>0 
and 1992 in Table I. A review of this table indicates that whjle there have. been -1n~jor 
declines in t11e shares of agriculture in the Australian economy and the Australian worl<fon~e, 
there have been major changes in these broad indicators for a nmnber of countrle~. 

In order to test whether Australia's rate of structural change was significantly Qifferent 
from other OECD countries over the period 1960 to 1992, regression analysis was 
undertaken. The following model was hypothesised, · 

where s1 = share of agriculture in tot~l GOP for country l (%) 
y1 ~ average income per person in country i. (US$ constant 19.92/person) 
D1960 = dummy for year 1960 {I if 1960, 0 otherwJse) 
DAUST = dummy for Australia (1 if Australia, 0 otll.erwise). 

Data were obtained for the above variables for 21 QECD .countries for l9o0 amll992, ])qt 
t1lso included years 1965, 1970, 1975, 1980 am1lQS.5 for ,Aqstrali'a· .. :The reit.Jlts.w¢re.as 
follows, 
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The Gfni Coefficient with Grouped Data. 
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s1 = 79.7 - 7. 72 ln(yJ + l.83l)J960"' 0.9$8 .l>4Ji$1: 
(-.6.69r·· (.946) <~As?> 

As anticipated, the share of agrict.tlt\lre in the total (!conomy w~s ·neg~tiv~ly amt hign!y 
significantly related to the log of per c~•pita income. However, the estim~tec.l p coefficients 
were both insignificant up to very high levels of·~ (.3S for ])1960, and .6S fo.t DAJJ.ST). ln 
other words, the relationship between agdcul tu ret s share of the total eco11o.I11Y. ~and per capita 
incorne appears to be stable across the years 1960 to 1992 for the QECO. co\lntties, Even 
more importantly, there is no significant difference between A1Js(raUa 's position in tbis 
relationship and that of other countries, given our levels of GDP per capita. for years 
considered. 

TABLE 1 
Share of Agriculture in Total Economy and in Total Workforce.t 

Selected OECD Countries, 1960 and 1992 

Agricultural Agricultural 

Country 

Australia 
Canada 
USA 
Japan 
UK 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Spain 

1960 

(%) 

13.0 
6.9 
3.9 

15.0 
4.1 
9.7 
6.3 

15.1 
26.7 

Share of 
Total GDP 

Sha:re of 
Workfare~ 

1992 1960 

(%) (%) 

3.0 ll.O 
2.4 13.0 
2.0 7.0 
2.3 33.0 
1.5 4.0 
2.8 22.0 
1.3 14.0 
3.1 31.0 
4.6 42.0 

Source: \Vorld Bank. World Develqpment R?port; OECD. OEC[) in Figures; UN. 
Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics; AB,Alffi, Commodi(y Statistical Bt~!Ietirz. 
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1992 

(%) 

5.3 
2.4 
2.9 
6.4 
2.2 
5.2 
1.3 
8.2 

10.1 



A similar relationship was estimat~d. With fue <te,p~~q~nt·variab.I~ b~iP!r :th~'~lt~~ .(if 
agriculture in the total workforce (sf), whUe lnqependettt vtidtt9les Wete fu¢ ;s~e ;~s · 
above. The results were as follows, · 

sl1 = 180- 17.7 ln(yJ .. O.SOS DJ960., Q.l29VA'(JST 
( .. 9.ssr·· (.477) ( .. l.70 

and Adjusted R2 = .76, F == so.s••\ rt == 46. 

In this case the relationship is stable over time, as for the previous equation; . but the 
estimated {3 coefficient for the dummy for Australia is weakly significant (at the lQ%leveJ)• 
In other words, there is no strong evidence to reject the :ntdl. Again we can conclucie t:h~t.)tbe 
agricultural labour share of the total workforce in Australia has been not signifi~;Int!Y 
different from that. of other OECD countries. The position of Australia is presen~ed by the 
open circles in Figures 2 and 3, in this case where the relationship between the ~gdcultural 
share of the econon1y (and the workforce) and average income per capi41. were estimated 
using separate samples for the years 1960 and 1992. 

The main conclusion from the above regression analysis across countries and two 
time periods is that the share of agriculture in Australia? s economy (both GDP and tbe 
workforce) has been little different from other OECD countries, when account is Uiken for 
different per capita income levels. In other words, the rate of structural change has Peen 
sin1ilar to other countries. Thus the argument that Australia has been adjusting more rapidly 
in recent decades is not supported by the evidence. Australian agriculture has been folloWing 
the broad patterns of adjustment that are observed in many advanced industrial economies. 

The Changing Distribution of Fann Size within A11straUa 

The broad changes in the structure of agriculture within Australia from 1950-51 to 1992..,93 
are presented in Table 2. Whichever set of data on this is employed, some peculiaritie~ will 
arise. In this table, the base year 1950,..51 has a highly inflated gross value of rur~l 
production, attributable to the commodity boom at the time. As well, when the definitio.n of 
agricultural establishments was changed by ABS in 1986-87 about 40,000 fanns Wllicl1 hac! 
been reported previously as agricultural establistunents were l.ost froll1 the census. 
Nevertheless, several broad trends can be discerned, (1) the total number of fanns has 
declined, especially since 1970, (2) employment has declined by about 100,000 in tb~ Ia$t 
40 years, approximately in line with the declining number of fanns, (3) re(ll g:ross value of 
farm production has remained comparatively stable, other than for the exceptional -eady 
period. Average real income per fann has increased generally. 

Considerable discussion ha~ centred qpon the changing distribution of inco111e lp ~ec~nt 
decades in different economies (Levy and Murn~me 1992; Oott~chalk 1993). Es$ent~ally:, 
income inequality increased in major economies during the . 1970s ami 1980s., SNdi~~ :fgt 
Australia have found similarly (llarding 1994; Gregory 1993). The latt~r :foupq 'a wj9enipg 
dispersion of male real wages, large job loss from the middle of tlt~ earnings (.\i~trj\J~tion. 
as well as rapid employment growth at low earnings'. This ha$l)een.coined.tlw. 'qis~pJ?ei,triQ~ 
middle class' effect. · · 
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TABLE 2 
Broad indicators of the Changing Structure of Austra.lian Agriculture, 

1950-51 to 1992-93 

1950 .. 51 1960,.61 1970,.71 1980-81 

Total Fan11s ('000) 204 203 189 176 

Total Farm Employment 
('000 full-Jme equiv.) 474 448 415 382 

Gross Value of Fam1 Production 
($b) 2.4 2.7 3.6 11.6 

Index of Prices Paid by Farmers 
(1992-93 = 100) 7.4 12.7 15.2 49.1 

Real Gross Value of Fann Production 
($b constant 1992-93) 32.4 21.3 23.7 23.6 

Real GVFP per Farm 
($,000 1992-93) 159 105 125 134 

Source: ABARE, Commodity Statistical Bulletin and Australian Commodities 

1992-93 

121n 

375 

22.5 

100 

22.5 

186 

(a) Because of the changed procedure for estimating the number of establishments in 1986-
87, this figure is artificially reduced by approximately 40,000 farms. See the comparisons 
in the source of this table. 

Tweeten (1984) argued that a dual fam1ing industry is emerging in the USA, a commercial 
sector with a few 'larger-than-family' farms providing most of the output and another sector 
with large numbers of small part-time farms accounting for most farms but relatively output. 
The former remain broadly able to realise a favourable rate of return, while the latter is 
economically viable only by support from off-farm income. Evidence on this was documented 
in Barlett (1986). 

To analyse the question of the changing size distribution of farms in Australia, frequency 
distributions and measures of the dispersion and skewness of the distributions were compiled 
for two years: 1974-75, and 1992-93. These years were chosen to provid~ the earliest and 
latest set of data on farm size distribution measured using an e~timate of gross ~ncoi.}Je per 
farm. The year 1974-75 was notable for the low returns of peef producers, while 1992;,;93 
was notable for a very wet season in southern Australia, drougl}t in Queensland ,~md :{be 
,wool crisis of the early 1990s'. Data were taken from ABS (1977) and A13S (1994), An 
adjustment was made at the bottom end of the frequency distribution of 1974-.75 for 
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comparability with 1992-93. In 1986-87, ABS changed the definition of an agricultural 
establishment to include any establishment with estimated value of operations greater than 
$20~000. In real tem1s, $20,000 in 1992-93 was equivalent to $5,000 in 1974-75 (employing 
ABARE's Judex of Prices Paid by Fanners). Thus the frequency distributions in 1974-75 
were adjust.ed to eliminate farms whose estimated value of operations was less than $5,000. 
Overall this led to 43,600 farms being eliminated from the population in 1974-75. 

ABAREts Index of Prices Paid by Fanners was also used to inflate the gross income levels 
to constant 1992-93 dollars. This permits more meaningful presentation of results, although 
does not affect the relative comparisons of income dispersion and skewness. 

Frequency distributions for gross income for Australia and selected states for the years 
1974· 75 and 1992-93 are presented in Figure 4. There has been a major decline in the 
number of small fam1s, those with gross income in real terms less than $20,000. This is 
especially evident in Victoria and Tasmania, although prevails throughout Australia. There 
has been a major increase in fam1s with gross incomes exceeding $200,000. In 1992-93, 
5670 fanns had a gross income exceeding half a Inillion dollars (ABS 1994). A sizeable share 
of these wou1d have bad gross income in excess of one million do1lars, probably around 
1,000. 

Frequency distributions of gross income are presented for selected farm types in Figure 5. 
These indicate that major differences exist in the way farm size has shifted during the period 
of srudy. Dairying and pig production has experienced major adjustment in terms of farm 
size, especially when compared to grain and livestock. The case of the dairy industry is 
especially interesting, because low fann incomes and adjustment problems in this industry 
were the subjects of much investigation by agriculrural economists during the 1960s (Standen 
and :tvlusgrave 1968). Cotton is an extreme case of an industry with well above average gross 
incomes (when irrigation water is available). Less adjustment generally is observed for the 
extensive grazing livestock &ector than others. The incomes in this sector have been affected 
by the beef crisis of the mid 1970s, and the wool crisis of the early 1990s, and the droughts 
of the early 1990s, so the results of this sector may be distorted by short term events. 
Nevertheless such crises must be considered part of the equation for this sector. 

The evidence across the oth :r extensive livestock categories analysed also suggests (1) that 
adjustment was considerably less in this sector than in others over the period of study, 
especially in comparison with cropping, dairying and pigs and (2) that a small farm problem 
may have emerged in the extensive grazing sector of Australian agriculture. The possible 
emergence of a small fam1 problem in the grazing sector requires further study, but the 
problems in South West Queensland's mulga lands are one example of the point. 

Measures of the dispersion of gross income are presented in Table 3. The Gini Coefficients 
indicate that generally the inequality of farm size bas increased over the 18-year t.ime period 
studied. It should be noted that reduced inequality of fann size is calculated for the 
following farm types: grain, poultry meatt eggs and pigs. The value of the Gini Coefficient 
for Australian farms overall, .40 in 1992-93, can be compared with an estimate of .373 for 
disposable family income in Australia (Harding 1994) and Gini Coefficients for all income 
earners i .. the USA which ranged between .446 and .472 during the years 1967 to 1986. 

The variance of logarithm of income measure generally delivers similar results to the Gini 
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FIGURE 4 

The Distribution of Farm Size by State, 1974-75 and 1992--93 
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FIGURE 5 

The Distribution of Farm Size by Type of Farm, 1974-75 and 19.92-93 
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TABLES 
Measures of Changing Inequality of Gross lncome .per Farm, 

By State and by ~Iain Agricultural Enterprise, 1974 .. 75 and 1992.,93 

Gini Variance of Measure of 
Coefficient Logarithm of Income Relative Skewness 

Category 1974-75 1992-93 1974-75 1992-93 1974-75 1992-93 

NS\V .33 .43 .71 1.13 14.4 4.1 
Victoria .23 .37 .54 .97 22.8 3.9 
Queensland .37 .39 .81 1.17 9.6 2.8 
South Australia .32 .35 .81 .75 9.8 6.0 
\Vestem Australia .37 .34 .70 1.25 5.2 1.4 
Tasmania .36 .40 .71 1.14 19.3 3.5 

Australia .35 .40 .74 1.16 12.6 1.2 

Grain .33 .29 .72 .94 7.5 1.1 
Grain & Livestock .25 .30 .55 .77 4.4 2.6 
Sheep & Beef .33 .40 .70 .95 11.7 4.8 
Sheep .34 .40 .73 .91 10.3 6.8 
Beef .33 .53 .64 1.29 32.1 7.6 
Dairy .03 .19 .34 .50 32.7 2.1 
Poultry Meat .32 .28 1.01 .77 0.8 LO 
Eggs .42 .29 1.06 .99 3.5 0.0 
Pigs .40 .34 .85 1.17 12.2 1.0 
Sugar . .20 .26 .42 .62 5.4 2.8 
Cotton .19 .24 .57 .35 0.2 0~6 

Extensive Livestock .38 .46 .78 1.13 15.5 6.8 
Intensive Livestock .22 .28 .50 .82 27.8 2.4 
Extensive Cropping .27 .31 .61 .86 5.7 2.0 
Industrial Crops .22 .32 .44 .78 6.0 1.7 
Intensive Cropping .31 .43 .64 1.26 22.8 3.0 
Extensive Farming .36 .42 .79 1.18 9.8 3.7 
Intensive Fanning .31 .36 .64 1.05 17.7 2.5 
Livestock .34 .42 .69 1.17 18.7 4.5 
Crops .33 .35 .72 1.03 7.5 2.2 
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Coefticient. ~Iost fam1 types are calculated to .have exp~rienced, increased di$p~r$km; of 
gross incomes across farn1 size, the exceptions being poultry meat, eggs~ pigs a11d cotton. 
The relative skewness measures generally decline during the period of interest. 

'Vhat is behind this general finding that farm size measures of inequality are increasing? 
An understanding can be obtained by cousidering Figure 6, which sbows the ,relative shifts 
in the distribution of farms by gross income category. The large decline in farms with a 
gross income of less than $50,000 is mainly set against sizeable increases in tll~ percent~ge: 
of farms with gross incomes above $200,000. The average gross income of smallest size 
group in this analysis in 1992-93 was $28,600, compared to an average gross income in the 
top bracket of $452,000. Thus any shift in the distribution toward the higher size categories 
is like.ly to increase the dispersion of income. so long as most farms remain in the lower size 
categories. 

Further understanding of implications of the changing distribution of farm size on the 
median and mean levels of gross income per farm are presented in Table 4. Also shown in 
this table is the share of output of the largest 20 percent of farms. Generally, these have 
changed little over the period of the study. However, discen1ible differences between states 
and types of enterprise can be observed. 

To summarise the findings, there is evidence of a disappearing class of farms in Australia, 
those in the small size categories. The disappearing middle class phenomenon is not evident. 
There has been a discernible increase in the number of large fa!Ills, as measured t>y real 
gross income per farm. The phenomenon described by Tweeten (1984) appears to be evident 
in Australia as well, although to a lesser degree. 

The Changing Location of Agric~ utt re 

Evidence on the changing location of Australian agriculture using DSEs is presented in 
Table 5. This shows calculated DSEs for each state and Australia for the y~ars at the tum 
of each decade from 1900 to 1990. In 1900, NS\V and Victoria represented 72 percent of 
total DSEs. By 1990, this had fallen to 40 percent. The most striking change concerning 
locational shift has been the strong growth of Western Australia. and Qu~ensland as 
contributors to Australian agriculture. This is depicted in Figure 7. From about 30 pe:rcent 
of total DSEs early this century, Western Australia and Queensland now represent 
approximately half of Australian agriculture. · 

The annual percentage growth rates in DSEs differ across the sub-periods. used in the 
analysis. Australian agnculture grew most rapidly in the period 1950 to 1970, at 2.9 perc~nt 
per year. From 1970 to 1990 the rate was much lower. However major di(ferencesinthe 
rates of growth between states are discernible for this period, In,pa,rticula,r, Q1Je~Il$land and 
Western Australia are estimated to have grown. in capacity at 1.9 percent per year, when 
other states combined grew at a very modest 0.3 percent per yeaxo. 

The longer term growth rates in totil DSEs can ];>f:! coll)parect ~it4 otl)erindicators of 
growth of Australian agriculture; From data in All ARE, (1992, !able'.$), th~:~grp'Wtll:·rctte :in 
real gross farm product from 1962-63 to 1990~91. wa,s 1.9 :p.e~;c~n,t ~per amt~T·. c~~ 'gtQwth: 
rate in DSEs calculated from Table 5 for the y(!ars 1960 to 1990. was l.6··J?e~;c¢qt'p<!J ·y~~f:~ 



For the much longer period, 1902 to 1990 .. 91, the ann~al growtb.rat~ in gross v~lY~. ()f:t1ltal 
production was 1. 6 percent per annHm. J. Tbe overall growth. rate in: total'PSEs. fot Ute Y~ilrs 
1900 to 1990 was 1.5 percent per annum. Thus tnere appears to be consiclera}:}le 
comparability between the two measures which suggesu; that we can have some c6I'ltidence 
in the DSE measure. 

TABLES 
Total Dry Sheep Equivalents by State. 1900 to 1990 by Decade 

Year NS\V Vic Qld SA \VA Tas NT Australia 

~LDSEa 

1900 72 44 50 25 7 4 2 204 
1910 94 51 67 30 17 5 3 268 
1920 rs 56 73 32 27 5 5 286 
1930 118 75 82 49 53 5 6 388 
1940 120 60 99 43 46 6 7 381 
1950 112 64 95 39 52 6 8 377 
1960 154 82 120 54 74 8 9 502 
1970 207 101 149 67 122 10 10 665 
1980 190 94 189 76 149 10 13 720 
1990 227 94 215 79 176 10 11 812 

Annual Percentage Growth Rate 

1900-1950 0,9 0.8 1.3 0.9 4.3 0.6 2.8 1.2 
1950-1970 3.1 2.3 2.3 2.7 4.3 3.1 0.6 2.9 
1970-1990 0.5 -0.4 1.9 0.9 1.9 .. o.1 0.6 ·t.o 

a The following DSEs were employed: all sheep and lnmbs, 1; daicy cow:;, 12; ~ll Qt}ler 
cattle, 8; pigs, 2; wheat (ha), 20; barley, oats and other extensive crops (ba), '16; ~()t~on{n~), 
200; sugar (ha), 200; grapes, 400 (ha). 

2 Calculated as follows, GVRP in 1902 was $112m (Shaw 199Q). Austrillia'st1Pf de~~lor fot1,90~lV!l$ .1~8 
and 1.110 in 1970 (Maddock and McLean J987. pp. ~56-357)• .. The IN!F's(1Pr"(l~f)aJQt'W~;~~~3'~nA91Q·~(ld 
139,7 in 1990 (IMP 1994), Combining these and bitsiog. th!!iod,e~ .fqr·th~:GP~ :deO~tor,()rtl9~1~'J(XJ,,,\~I; ~~lt1C?: 
of the GOP deflator for 1900 is calculated to be 3.S •. Th\lli tile real value ·9f:l90~· q\~ i~<l~~O "CQo~t~fi~ 4o1t~rs 
was 112/(.035)= S3,200m. Actual GVRP was $12.424min: .~9~9~9J. · '111~ ~o(nPQ~o~~gr,oWtlt:.~~t~ i~,,~us l;~$' 
percent per year. 
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'£A:BJ,.iB4· 
lv1.edinn and Mean of Gross IncCil11~ l?ct :f~rrn ~ancl Ot.lt!Jllt Sh~te· qf:,l.Jir~¢.s.~.~Q.% oCFatms~ 

By State and by Main Agdcultural'l3nterpdse, ,1974.;7~5· and 199~i.;93 

----
Ol.ltP\lt Sh~te ~o.f 

~fed ian Mean Largest '2<1~ J?@ttns 

Category 1974 .. 75 1992~93 1974-75 1992 .. 93 1.974--75 t992.d93 .. 
.. -~·- ... ---... Constant $'000 ·1992'"'93 -~ ... ~ . .,...--~~~- % % 

NS\V 53 77 105 149 54 57 
Victo.ria 4ti 86 85 153 56 54 
Queensland 64 93 127 181 53 52 
South Australia 68 54 121 128 50 59 
Western Australia 100 122 168 230 49 46 
Tasmania 37 85 87 163 62 54 

Australia 55 88 112 168 54 53 

Grain 87 150 146 257 49 42. 
Grain & l,.ivestock 97 107 149 183 44 '47 
Sheep & Beef 74 122 122 139 51 57 
Sheep 62 64 120 110 51 60 
Beef 22 42 68 105 68 70 
Dairy 47 123 75 198 54 43 
Poultry ?vleat 271 162 381 291 41 42 
Eggs 127 282 234 416 54 35 
Pigs 55 140 120 263 56 46 
Sugar 139 111 198 190 41 46 
Cotton 389 440 534 440 36 27 

Extensive Livestock 43 56 97 114 59 o4 
Intensive Livestock 49 119 92 203 55 46 
Extensive Cropping 94 210 148 211 46 46 
Industrial Crops 140 122 204 245 42 46 
Intensive Cropping 40 83 84 178 59 55 
Extensive Farming 59 78 117 151 52 5.6 
Intensive Farming 50 107 102 198 56 50 
Livestock 46 73 96 139 58 5& 
Crops 78 108 134 203 49 49, 
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Tile lmporumce ofllli~n#ve /lgiiftlf,lt(! 

The share of intensive agdcult"Qre in total a~p:iculture was ~Iso 'l.'P~~y~~~ l}sjAg. ])S,:E~~ T<.ltal 
•psEs of intensive agriculture were counte~r by ~ggre~atin~ th~ .DSEs ,pf sp~~r:·~. • cotton, 
horticulture and one fourth of crop area not elsewhere consigered, 11s weJl :a,s 4~icyipg ~Jld 
pigs. Tbe DSE analysis is not sufficiently subtle to cap~ure <liffering ~e~t~¢s. 9f ,~me·nsity 
within an agricultural crqp or livestock .sector. Thus ittms not been··mo<:Iitie.d. to (lgCotJntf.o~ 
tbe recent rapid growth of the lot feeding industry for beef. As wen it. does not, acco11.nt for 
many intensive crops, which have hig11 vahJes of output per hectare. The measure wilt 
probably underestimate the extent of intensification. 

The main findings are reported in Figttre 8. Intensive agriculture has grown at 1.6 perc¢nt 
per year over the longer tenn (1900 to 1990), and at 1.4 percent per year sine~ 1950. A 
more rapid rate of growth of the intensive sector can be discerned in the 1980s (2.8 perGertl 
per year). The intensive sector's share of agriculture has flucntated but generally remained 
around one-fifth of total agricultural DSEs. Differing degrees of importance of intensive 
agriculture can be discerned between states. Of the major agricult.l,lral states, Western 
Australia has the smallest share of intensive agriculture, Queensland has the highest, .htrgest 
because of the .importance of the sugar industry. 

Essentially, Australian agrictdture remains extensive in orientation. While irrigation, sugar 
and intensive livestock are boosting the size of the intensive sector, the extensive sector 
prevails. The patterns of intensity of agriculture presented here are some reflection of the 
differing degrees of land availability, resource availability and thus differing competitive 
advantages of regions. 

The A1ix :Jf Cropping and Livestock 

Altht mgh much of Australian agriculture is of a multi .. enterprise nature~ combining props 
and livestock, the share of cropping in Australian agriculture has been growing .t11tol1gh tim.e. 
This is reflected in the results presented in Figure 9. From just over 35 pcrcentof totalPSE$ 
early this century, cropping's share of total agriculture has risen to more than h~llfof total 
agricultural DSEs in the 1980s. This is a major switch in the longer-term mix. of ent~rprise~ 
in Australian agriculture. 

A clearer idea of where the major expansion in cropping has occup;~g is provide({ in Figure 
9. While the share of cropping in total DSEs has grown strikingly in West<:!rn A\lsU'~Ua~ 
Queensland and New South Wales, the opposite was calculated for the south eastern state~, 
This phenomenon is caused by the strong pompetition for laqd from the gr~iug Hvestqqk 
sector in the south eastern state, witere carrying capaciJie$ for livestQck .~u;e generally liigP, 
and drought risk is low .. Thus cropping pas b~en more competitive in the ar~as wh~t~Ja,nci 
is relatively abundant and fanners can reaUse economitts ofsJ:ze in famJiJ!g :()pttrations, 'Wlli.l~ 
grazing livestock have been strongly competitive with. cropping Jn t.h~ S01lth .eastern.pi\r{$.qf 
Australia. · · 

It is likely that labour-saving technologies in croppii1g !laY~ :hi!Q a greater: impact;than ~~. 
livestock. While some livestock operations have -been, elimlllt\teti or ra.di9~Uy ~lter.eij' :1;>¥: · 
fanners to reduce labour co~ts, certain operations :re.ta.jn hi~h l(lbqq:r in.te~i.ty· (inqb.Ipi1Ji 
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FIGURE 'B 
The Share of Intensive Agriculture i;n · 'rqt;al DSJl$ ~· 
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FIGURE 9 
The Share of Cropping in Total DSq~ 1 

1.900 to 1990 

Total DSEs in Cropping and Livestock 
Sectors, Australia, 1900,..1990 
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shearing and stock husbandry). In contrast, crop fanners have adopted new machinery and 
reduced tillage practices which have sa vcd labour inputs to a greater extent than with 
livestock. Opportunities for adopting labour-saving technologies with large-scale fanning 
equipment have been especially good in those regions where the area of fam1s is high 
{notably, \Vestern Australia and west of the Great Dividing Range in Queensland and New 
South \Vales. 

Conclusions: The Future of Australian Agriculture 

Australian agriculture is continuing to adjust strongly to economic circumstances. 
Agriculture's declining share of the total economy and of the total workforce is likely to 
continue well into the furure. Most likely t.hese declining shares will be more attributable to 
changes in the rest of the economy t.han in agriculture itself. The total real value of 
agricultural output is likely to remain fairly constant in Australia, with additional volume of 
output being approxin1ately offset by declining terms of trade of the industry. Virtually all 
of additional production will be attributable to productivity gains, which win be primarily 
yield-enhancing and input-saving. Agricultural Jand will continue to decline as an input of 
Australian agriculture as a consequence. However, competing demands for land and other 
resources, especially \\ater, will continue to place upward pressure on relative values of these 
inputs. 

1v1ore rapid t;;rowth of the intensive sector of Australian agriculture than the extensive sector 
is likely. The high real cost of capital in the Australian economy, caused by our low savings 
rates, will favour intensive industries which are less capital demanding. Technical change 
will favour the expansion of the intensive industry too. The share of cropping will continue 
to increase over the longer tetm, with cropping tending to be more intensive than grazing 
livestock enterprises. Australian agriculture will continue to grow more rapidly in the north 
and west than in the south east. \Vithin the livestock sector, the intensive sector is likely to 
grow more rapidly than the ex:ensive. Some major adjustments are likely to occur within the 
grazing livestock sector in the near future, 

The Australian economy has experienced very different rates of economic growth between 
\Vestem Australia and Queensland combined, and the rest of the economy (Harris and Harris 
1994). Population growth and related infrastructure growth is likely to favour agricultural 
growth in the west and north as a consequence. A further boost to this will be the dramatic 
economic growth to be experienced in the coming decades in Asia, given the Iocational 
advantages of these regions for penetrating Asian markets. 

Farming establishments will continue to grow in size, implying that the number of farms 
will continue to decline over time. It will be common for Australian farmers to have 
command of assets worth more than $1 million in current values. Most agricultural land in 
Australia is owned and operated by family fanners. This is likely to continue, although many 
family farms will be large commercial enterprises. Considerable opportunity will exist for 
farmers to continue to diversify into complementary activities, such as farm tourism, as 
communications and access improve in the future. The agricultural landscape will continue 
to change with a large number of sma11 farms being devoted to residential and hobby fa: ming 
pursuits. The traditional saying- 'get big or get out' -will be highly relevant for farmers in 
the 21st Century, although it might be suitably modified to - 'get big or go hobby fanning'. 
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